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What will the world look like after the pandemic.

After revealing the existence of dysfunction in society, the Covid-19 crisis calls
us to rethink our future.

Albert Camus' novel "The Plague" begins with the death of rats, followed by a tsunami
of human deaths. Town leaders are hesitant at first to admit to the epidemic, but soon
they find themselves forced to take the situation seriously. With the imposition of military
rule, no one was allowed to enter or leave the city. The inability to communicate with or
see loved ones weighed on everyone - for some, it was more than the threat of death
itself. Law and order are rapidly collapsing, as the plague continues to sweep through
the town, funerals are now taking place quickly and without any festivity or emotion. The
first vaccine, like a vaccine at the time, proved its failure. In the end, the second version
of the vaccine allowed the quarantine to be lifted.
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Doesn't this story sound familiar? We are witnessing a similar scenario today. Camus
tried to describe how humankind responded to and lived with their death sentence death became part of the life cycle. Perhaps he was also trying to show us the ease
with which society fell and fell.
In 1947, the date Camus' novel was published, the message reached us to remind us of
the unpredictability of life and the future, and sparked our interest in how humanity
develops. But nobody thought of her. In 2011, Steven Soderberg's film Contagion gave
us a more contemporary warning about the instability surrounding humankind. Many of
his scenes are almost lived today. The movie is about the emergence of a virus that
ends up killing millions of people around the world. Officials from the Centers for
Disease Control and the World Health Organization rushed to find out the origin of the
virus and how it spread and try to find a treatment for it. And as it is today it took a lot of
swinging before anyone realized the severity of the situation. The film shows the
economic suffering of ordinary people.
Will we learn from the Covid-19 experience?
The interesting question, what will the consequences of the Corona pandemic be after
the end of the crisis, will things return to normal? Do we even want that? Or did we learn
anything from the Covid-19 experience?
We hope that a treatment will be found for the Corona virus. But no matter what
happens, we must not forget that the threat of infectious disease will not
disappear. Epidemics are not a fancy product. Frankly, we are at a dramatic inflection
point.
How we respond to this pandemic will have a major impact on the future of
humanity. The coronavirus, more than anything else, has brought to light political,
economic and social imbalances. It also showed a leadership crisis. It is a call for
fundamental changes in the economic and social behavior and the role of government
in our lives.
We suggest two scenarios for the future: one somewhat pessimistic and the other more
optimistic. We can see parts of these scenarios overlap.
Pessimistic scenario
Most people tend to back off in times of crisis and become more dependent. It often
leads to a cry for leadership that can calm their fear and anxiety. This may explain a
paradoxical phenomenon: even incompetent leaders may become more popular at such
times. Indeed, were the leaders of the most important countries in the world up to the
challenge? Can they be trusted? Unfortunately, many of the leaders have proven largely
incompetent. But they may go unpunished due to the deteriorating psychological state
of the peoples.
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Societies tend to contract rather than connect when things go wrong. Our sense of
powerlessness increases the appeal of national identity politics and a return to
nationalism. We can expect national identity politics to become more powerful. In fact,
we are already witnessing this scenario, if we take into account the attempt of different
countries to seize much needed materials to overcome the epidemic.
Unfortunately, this pessimistic scenario is being played out in the overall control agenda
- an opportunity that authoritarian leaders do not miss. For them, the epidemic is an apt
excuse to direct the growing sense of helplessness of people into tyranny. People may
wish to hand over power to governments. There is a general rule that when we feel fear
we are more ready to give up our civil liberties. Even when leaders pretend to be
democratic, yet, under the right conditions, their authoritarian personality will
emerge. There is also the possibility of searching for a scapegoat. After all, nothing
brings people together more than an external threat. So regardless of the backlash
measures, reactions full of suspicion may surface.
The infrastructure, technology, and framework have been in place for a long time to
reinforce martial law. We must consider how these extraordinary measures could
permanently become in place. I am referring to things like giving up personal freedom
(even extrajudicial, indefinite detentions), censorship of the press and the internet
(which should combat misinformation), refusal of freedom of assembly, tracking
employee movements at any time and imposing travel restrictions. It may involve giving
the state greater power over us (such as mandatory vaccinations and other medical
treatments).
Moreover, a pessimistic scenario may involve reducing people's sense of community
through various social changes: the preponderance of e-commerce (no more shopping
in stores), the disappearance of office space, the focus on online learning and play, in
addition to pursuing sports and entertainment matters. distance. The idea of social ties
may become a thing of the past.
Many of these measures are already in place, but with the emergence of Covid-19 an
idea has accelerated its acceptance and could make it permanent. We need to ask
ourselves: To what extent should we sacrifice our lives and freedoms in order to feel
more secure? Do we want to live in a world where rare people get together? If social
distancing becomes the norm, can we deal with the likelihood of isolation-induced
depression being more likely, reactions full of suspicion, drug abuse and suicide?
The rickety scenario
is not necessarily the case that crises bring only the forces of mistrust and bad, but they
can also create social solidarity. We have also seen many times when people unite,
miracles happen.
Today we are on the cusp of several critical decisions. The pandemic may encourage
us to think together with our willpower.
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Although so many have lost their jobs, could the pandemic be an opportunity to direct
our energies toward charity? What are the jobs that we want to take back, and the ones
that we can dispense with? Given the growing anxiety about our planet and the
catastrophic effects of global warming, do we really want all this communication and all
the air travel?
From an evolutionary point of view, health comes from society. Human life does not
thrive in isolation. Being a part of society is essential to our mental health. As it stands,
we are already living the divergence more than ever. Should we continue this path? The
pandemic may be an opportunity to restore lost connections and create more
cooperative and interconnected societies. The joint effort of scientists around the world
to find a cure for the Coronavirus indicates that it is possible.
The pandemic may prompt us to address issues that we have long been aware of, but
which we preferred to ignore. Our opportunity may be to do something about
dysfunctional leaders: to reduce socio-economic inequality, to seriously fight addiction,
and to take measures to avoid environmental collapse. First we need to accept the
reality that we live in an interconnected world. We should develop local-global
perspectives, so that we think globally and act locally.
On top of that, the Coronavirus has opened the door for us to create more
compassionate societies - societies that know we are interconnected and that we care
about our planet for generations to come. Seattle once said, “Humanity has not woven
the web of life. Rather, we are but we are one thread in it.
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